A complexity reduction algorithm for an H.264 encoder is proposed. Computational savings are achieved by identifying, prior to motion estimation, macroblocks that are likely to be skipped and hence saving further computational processing of these macroblocks. This early prediction is made by estimating a Lagrangian rate-distortion cost function which incorporates an adaptive model for the Lagrange multiplier parameter based on local sequence statistics. Simulation results demonstrate that the algorithm can achieve computational savings of 19-65% (depending on the source sequence) with no significant loss of rate-distortion performance.
Introduction
The new H.264/AVC video coding standard [14] can deliver significantly improved compression efficiency compared with previous standards, supporting higher quality video over lower bit rate channels. Due to this improved compression efficiency and increased flexibility of coding and transmission, H.264 has the potential to enable new video services such as mobile video phones and multimedia streaming over mobile networks. However, the performance gains of H.264 come at a price of increased computational complexity [6] . The processing overhead required to implement H.264 is likely to be a major problem for power constrained mobile devices. There is therefore a need to develop low complexity implementations of H.264/AVC that offer the performance and flexibility advantages of the standard without an excessive computational cost.
An H.264/AVC video encoder typically carries out a number of encoding processes including motion estimation, motion compensation, transform, quantization and entropy coding.
The complexity of the transform and quantization process of H.264 is relatively low compared to other encoding functions due to the small transform block size and the availability of efficient integer implementations [4] . However, the process of selecting the most suitable coding mode for each macroblock (16x16 luma samples and associated chroma samples) can be computationally intensive. The standard supports multiple intra coding mode and multiple motion compensation modes with multiple reference frames (including skip mode) for inter prediction. This flexible choice of coding modes leads to efficient compression at the expense of computational complexity.
Low complexity or variable complexity algorithms have been proposed for a number of aspects of the H.264 encoding process. A low complexity motion estimation algorithm for H.264 using multiple reference frames is described in [1] . Methods to speed up the mode decision process of an H.264 encoder are proposed in [2, 3, 10] . The draft H.264/AVC Joint Model document discusses a number of mechanisms to reduce the complexity of an H.264/AVC encoder [12] .
In [11] we describe an algorithm that manages the computational complexity of an H.263 encoder by selectively processing macroblocks depending on local statistics. This algorithm provides a mechanism for reducing the number of macroblocks processed by an encoder, at the expense of a loss of compression performance. In this paper we present an improved algorithm based on well-known rate distortion optimization methods, that can significantly reduce computation in an H.264 encoder without any loss of ratedistortion performance (compared with a "baseline" nonoptimized encoder).
Rate distortion optimization techniques have been widely applied to video encoders [5] and offer the potential for substantial improvements in compression efficiency. The H.264 test model CODEC (JM CODEC) [13] incorporates an optional "rate-distortion optimized" mode selection algorithm [9] . Using this algorithm, each macroblock is coded a number of times to evaluate the distortion and bit rate "cost" of each coding mode.
In this paper we present an algorithm that enables an H.264 encoder to decide whether to encode or "skip" each macroblock, prior to processing the macroblock data. The algorithm models the expected rate-distortion cost of skipping and coding the macroblock to determine whether the macroblock should be coded. Computational complexity reduction is achieved by avoiding motion estimation and further processing stages for the "skipped" macroblocks.
The goal of a rate-distortion optimized mode selection algorithm is to find the coding mode (out of K available coding modes) that minimizes distortion subject to a rate constraint. Let ) ,..., , ( 
where M * is a vector of optimal mode allocations. This may be written as an unconstrained problem using a Lagrange multiplier:
where J(X i ) is the rate-distortion cost for macroblock i:
The Lagrange multiplier λ is chosen (considering all N macroblocks) such that the rate constraint holds [5, 7] . This is typically a complex problem due to the interdependencies between macroblocks. The complexity can be reduced by assuming macroblock independence, typically leading to a sub-optimal solution: 
The mode selection algorithm incorporated into the JM encoder [13] assumes independence between macroblocks and estimates a suitable value of λ based on the current quantizer parameter (QP). Despite these simplifications, the computational cost of the "rate-distortion optimized" algorithm is high (due to the requirement to encode each macroblock multiple times).
Equation (5) expresses the cost of coding a MB and is the basis for the complexity reduction algorithm described in this paper. In the following sections we describe the development of the skip mode selection algorithm and we present the results of applying this algorithm within the framework of the H.264 test model encoder.
Low complexity skip prediction
An H.264 CODEC encodes each macroblock (16×16 luma samples and associated chroma samples) in one of a number of possible coding modes. These include 13 intra modes (using spatial prediction from previously-coded samples of the current frame), over 200 possible inter modes (using motion compensated prediction from previously-coded reference frame(s)) and skip mode (in which no information is transmitted for this macroblock). A macroblock should be selected to be skipped when the rate-distortion "cost" of coding the current macroblock is higher than the cost of skipping the macroblock (i.e. not transmitting information).
The algorithm described in this paper reduces computational processing through early identification of macroblocks to be skipped. Prior to coding each macroblock, the encoder estimates the rate-distortion cost of coding or skipping the macroblock. Based on these estimates, the macroblock is either coded as normal (i.e. the encoder processes the macroblock and selects an appropriate coding mode) or skipped (i.e. no further processing is carried out). Our skip prediction model aims to reduce computation (through not processing a proportion of macroblocks) whilst maintaining or improving rate-distortion performance. We compare our model with the JM encoder [13] operating with the following parameters (hereinafter described as the "baseline encoder"):
1. Baseline Profile 2. One reference frame, P-slices only (after an initial Islice) 3. Rate-distortion optimised mode selection disabled.
Skip selection in the JM encoder
The H.264/AVC JM encoder [13] identifies certain macroblocks as "skipped" during encoding. When ratedistortion optimized (RDO) mode selection is enabled, skip mode is evaluated (together with other possible coding modes) based on Equation (4). When RDO mode selection is disabled, skip mode is selected for a macroblock if all of the following conditions are met:
1) The chosen macroblock partition size is 16×16 (i.e. a single motion vector for the macroblock).
2) The X and Y components of the motion vector difference (MVD) are zero.
3) The chosen prediction reference is the previous frame in display order. 4) All coefficients are zero after transform and quantization.
The motion estimation process in the encoder is "biased" to increase the probability of conditions 1, 2 and 3 occurring. If a macroblock is skipped by the encoder, the decoder reconstructs the skipped MB by motion-compensated prediction from the current reference picture, using a motion vector predicted from previously-decoded vectors.
Skip Prediction model
Let M i be the coding mode (one of K possible modes) chosen by the baseline encoder for macroblock X i and let M i =K denote the "skip" mode (note that the "skip" mode may be chosen by the baseline encoder in the normal course of encoding). Define the rate-distortion costs of coding or skipping a macroblock as:
respectively, where λ is a weighting parameter (Lagrange multiplier). Note that the rate associated with a skipped macroblock is effectively zero. Macroblock 
Mo del parameter estimation (D, R)
is the distortion between the current MB and the motion-compensated MB (with zero displacement from the predicted vector MVp) from the reference picture. In this work the distortion measure is selected to be mean-squared error (MSE).
may be calculated prior to coding the current macroblock, i.e. its calculation does not depend on any outputs of the coding process. ) , ( not available prior to coding and so we estimate these parameters for each macroblock in the current frame (n) using the following models:
and ) , ( ) , (
is the MSE between the original and reconstructed macroblocks in the same position in the previous frame (n-1) and ) , (
is the number of bits required to code the MB in the same position in the previous frame. Let ε denote the difference between the cost of coding a macroblock in the current frame and the cost of coding using the estimated parameters, i.e.: 
Model parameter estimation (λ)
For a non-increasing, convex rate-distortion function, the Lagrangian parameter λ is the (negative) derivative of distortion with respect to rate [8] . To conserve computation time we use the baseline encoder rate allocation, assume that distortion is a differentiable function of rate at all points and estimate the Lagrange multiplier λ. Since λ is the negative of the slope of a D(R) curve at a given coding point it can be found as: (13) where D and R are mean distortion and rate (respectively) for a set of coded macroblocks. The distortion and rate for a given quantizer choice are clearly dependent on macroblock statistics and the quality of motion-compensated prediction. To capture the "activity" of a macroblock we define an activity factor k i :
Using the baseline encoder, we encoded a set of video sequence segments (each 50 frames) at a range of (fixed) quantizer parameters. The set of video sequence segments encompasses a wide variety of activity (low to high motion and low to high detail). Figure 1 plots average distortion D (labelled "MSE") against average coded bits per macroblock R for three of these sequence segments, coded at a number of QP values. Each of the three curves is labelled with the mean value of k for the sequence segment. Figure 1 demonstrates that the relationship between D and R depends both on QP and the activity of the sequence. For examp le, three points are identified that correspond to the same value of QP (QP=27). It is clear that the slope of the D(R) curve (and hence the value of λ) around QP=27 varies with the activity parameter k. We therefore develop an estimate for λ based on QP and k.
For a given activity factor k, we estimate λ as the central difference using neighbouring D(R) points, i.e.:
The solid lines in Figure 2 plot λ (calculated using Equation 15) for a number of sequence segments, each coded at a fixed QP. In this Figure, 
Skip prediction algorithm
The skip prediction algorithm proceeds as follows: 
3. Calculate λ using equation (16). 4 . Choose "skip" mode if the following expression is true:
5. If "skip" mode is chosen, no further processing is carried out and the macroblock is marked as "skipped". If "code" mode is chosen, process the macroblock as normal.
Results
A number of QCIF test sequences were encoded using the "baseline" encoder (see Section 2). The same sequences were encoded using a modified version of the baseline encoder, incorporating our skip prediction algorithm. Figure 3 compares the rate-distortion performance of the baseline (solid lines) and modified encoder (dotted lines) for the sequences "Carphone", "Foreman", "Claire" and "Mother and Daughter". In each case, the rate-distortion performance of the two encoders is nearly identical. Table 1 Table I indicate that coding time is reduced by 19% to 67% due to the algorithm skipping (not processing) a significant number of macroblocks. The computational saving is higher for low- Table 1 . Reduction in coding time using skip prediction algorithm activity sequences such as "Claire" and "Mother and Daughter" and lower for the high-activity s equence "Foreman". The coding time for a particular sequence varies with the quantization parameter QP (it is typically higher for smaller values of QP).
Discussion
The rate-distortion performance of the low complexity skip prediction algorithm is nearly identical to that of the unmodified encoder across a range of test sequences and bit rates. For a given QP value, the skip prediction algorithm produces a lower mean bit rate than the unmodified encoder. This is because the algorithm makes skip decisions based on an estimate of (,) ii DXM and (,) ii RXM. The approximations inherent in the skip mode decision tend to produce an increase in the number of skipped macroblocks and hence a drop in coded bit rate. At the same time, these approximations produce a drop in PSNR (due to the algorithm occasionally choosing to skip macroblocks that should have been coded). The resulting rate-distortion behaviour closely matches that of the unmodified encoder. In some cases (e.g.
Sequence name
Coding Figure 3 . Rate-distortion performance of the baseline (original) algorithm and the proposed skip prediction (reduced complexity) algorithm.
"Claire" and "Mother and Daughter" sequences), the skip prediction algorithm actually performs better than the baseline encoder. Mode decisions made by the baseline encoder are sub-optimal (in a rate-distortion sense) and in some cases the mode decisions made by our algorithm (which are rate-distortion optimised but are based on estimated parameters and are restricted to the two choices "code" or "skip") produce better overall performance. Coding time is substantially reduced because a significant number of macroblocks are not processed by the encoder. This reduction is particularly high for low-activity sequences but is still evident for high-activity sequences such as "Foreman".
Conclusion
This paper describes an algorithm for skip prediction in an H.264 encoder. The rate-distortion costs of coding or skipping a macroblock are estimated prior to processing and a decision is made whether to code the macroblock or stop further processing based on a Lagrangian cost function. Simulation results indicated that coding time is reduced by 19-67% through early identification of macroblocks that are likely to be skipped during the coding process, with no significant loss of rate-distortion performance. The computational saving depends on the activity of the video sequence and is particularly significant for sequences with low/medium activity.
